Assignment 1

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2021-02-03, 23:59 IST.

1) A fricative is produced by
   - partial obstruction and gradual release
   - complete obstruction and gradual release
   - partial obstruction and sudden release
   - None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- partial obstruction and gradual release

2) a stop/plosive is produced by
   - partial obstruction and gradual release
   - complete obstruction and gradual release
   - partial obstruction and sudden release
   - complete obstruction and sudden release

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- complete obstruction and sudden release

3) An affricate is produced by
   - partial obstruction and gradual release
   - complete obstruction and gradual release
   - complete obstruction and sudden release
   - partial obstruction and sudden release

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- partial obstruction and gradual release

4) The most commonly used air stream mechanism for the production of human speech is the
   - Pulmonary expulsive air stream mechanism
   - Velar implosive air stream mechanism
   - Glottalic implosive air stream mechanism
   - Glottalic expulsive air stream mechanism

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- Glottalic expulsive air stream mechanism

5) the IPA transcription of the English word ‘year’ in British English is
   - /jær/
   - /jɛər/
   - /jər/
   - /ʃɛər/

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- /ʃər/

State the below statements are True or False:

6) A voiceless sound is produced when vocal cords come close together for vibration
   - True
   - False

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- False

7) A phonological contrast in one language is a matter of phonetic variation in another language
   - True
   - False

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- True

8) The English writing system consistently uses the same alphabets for the same sounds
   - True
   - False

No, the answer is incorrect.

Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
- False